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FOREWORD

Our General Chapter of 1976 was very concerned that the members of our community would "deepen and renew their Congregational identity" (G.C. no. 2). "The question of identity has vital importance in the renewal of religious life. In common with all Christians the source of our identity is the Gospel. Historical emphasis on particular evangelical values enables the community to integrate itself in the Church and to fulfill its mission. In order to discern these values we must consider: 
	The charism of the Founder
	the historical awareness of the spirit of the community, particularly in the primitive community." (G.C. no. 4). "Research is to be made by the Congregation at every level in order to bring out the features of our identity..." (G.C. no. 5).

Fr. Flan Markham has done a wonderful service to all the members of the community in publishing the fruits of his own study. Initially, Fr. Flan prepared the material contained in this booklet for a series of lectures which he gave to our novices in November 1979. His own great love for our Congregation is so apparent in this publication that it adds much to the value of the work, as a source of inspiration for all of us. I am very happy on behalf of the community to publicly thank Fr. Flan for making the results of his study available to all. I pray that this study may enable all of us to appreciate our heritage, and strengthen our identity. May it increase our love for our community and enable us to live more and more in the Spirit of Fr. Coudrin and with the dedication of the primitive community.
Fr. Patrick Bradley, ss.cc.
Provincial Anglo/Irish Province
April, 1980.
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THE YOUNG PETER COUDRIN

A proper understanding of our Congregation necessitates some knowledge of Fr. Coudrin and the life of the Primitive Community. This booklet is being written in order to bring to mind once again, to members of our community, some knowledge which they may have forgotten and to relate other items of interest which are new to them. The idea is not only to list dates in the life of Fr. Coudrin but to help the reader to develop a feeling for the spirit which was initiated by him.

Fr. Coudrin was born on March 1st 1768 at Coussay-le-Bois, a little village situated on the road between Tours and Poitiers, approximately 350 Km. south west of Paris. He was born into a good Catholic family. The father being a very patient and tolerant man and the mother a woman of whom Fr. Coudrin has said "she is a virtuous woman who is fiery". It is suggested that the Coudrin family originally left Ireland in fhb- 17th Century with James II of Scotland and this Irish connection will be seen again in the place of his ordination and in the number of Irish who joined the infant Congregation.

Very little is known of his early life and the first we hear of him is in 1781 when he went to Maille, to attend the local school. His uncle, Fr. Rion was pastor in this area and he took an interest in the young Coudrin from the beginning. In the autumn of 1785 Peter Coudrin entered the University of Poitiers as a youth of 17 years. During this time in Maille, he came in contact with Fr. Hubert Fournet who was canonised by Pius XI in 1933. The Saint formed a lasting friendship with the youth as two excerpts from letters attest — on Oct. 12, 1829 the Saint writes: "it is now about fifty years that I know, esteem and love you" and on Nov 20, 1838: "I always remember the gifts of God within you, the martyr and good priest
Fr. Rion certainly enters for some profitable reason into this “ocean of predilection, of graces and of favours with which you have been inundated." The reference to the martyr Fr. Rion attests to the virtue of this priest as his reward for refusing to take the oath of allegiance to the Civil Constitution was to die on the convict ship, Rochefort, on July 31. 1794.

In Poitiers Peter Coudrin followed courses in arts, science and philosophy. He obtained a Bachelor’s degree on July 24, 1786 and a Master's degree on June 21, 1787. As we know from history France was entering a very critical period and so also was the young Coudrin. News had arrived that his family had lost a lawsuit which had gone on for forty years and the decision placed severe financial burdens on the whole family. His father kept the new secret from his son for a while but eventually young Peter heard about it. The problem was two-fold, first the natural financial problem now resting on the family and, secondly, the ecclesiastical law which decreed that any student for the priesthood had to have a guaranteed annuity. Ordination seemed impossible. Luckily Peter Coudrin's natural and spiritual qualities helped him so that the combination of a scholarship and his father's self-sacrifice provided him with the necessary financial aid and in 1787 he began his theological studies.

In his letters during this troublesome period for his family, the virtues which constantly are preached by the young Coudrin are those of patience and forgiveness e.g. "my dear parents, here it is Easter, alas let us forgive everything". Another characteristic of this young man which should be remembered was his courage. From our civil history we know that the Estates General was convoked by Louis XVII in August, 1788 and by 1789 the clergy were prohibited from carrying on their ministry. The Divine Constitution was replaced by the Civil Constitution and in February 1790 the suppression of all religious orders was decreed. Thus at a time when many priests were leaving the Church this young man, in spite of financial troubles at home and unrest in his country, pursued relentlessly his studies for the priesthood.

Before we study the rest of Peter Coudrin's life it is important at this time to speak of a pious society which had an influence not only on him, but also on the future Congregation. The Society was known as the “Cor Unum et Anima Una” Society, later known as the “Cor Unum Society” and finally the “Aa” Society. Peter Coudrin was recruited to this by Mgr. d'Aviau. The Society demanded of its members a docile character, a judicious and constant mind and a truly indisputable Catholicism. The Society originated in the 16th century in Padua, Italy, and began in France in 1632 at the Jesuit college La Fleche. The most famous past pupil had left the school before the Society was founded there and maybe his life might have been different had he benefited from its influence. His name was Rene Decartes.
In a letter written in 1823 by a Mr. Tiesaux we read: "Here are three great works for which the Aa is responsible — Foreign Mission, the Missions of France and the Congregation of the SS.CC. of which Fr. Coudrin (from Aa of Poitiers) is Superior General." But what of this Society? It taught its members the art of self-sanctification with special emphasis on devotions. The members dedicated themselves to give religious instruction to children, visit the poor, preach missions in towns and country, and they were filled with an ardent desire to one day evangelize pagan countries.

The devotion to the Sacred Heart had always been an essential character of the Aa and as the Rule stated all members were obliged to unite themselves to this Adorable Heart three times daily, to name two confreres to receive Communion every First Friday, to be present at Benediction the same day and to solemnly celebrate the Feast of the Sacred Heart. Devotion to the Eucharist and the Sacred Heart were an integral part of the spiritual life of young Coudrin.

On April 3rd. 1790 Peter Coudrin received Minor Orders and sub- diaconate and. on-the '18th December of the same year diaconate. His first sermons were preached at Coussay-le-Bois on the First Saturday of September 1790 and at Maille on October 17th. In these sermons the theme was sacrilegious communion and two phrases show that the young subdeacon had been imbued by the Aa with devotion to the Sacred Heart. He states: "You are lacerating His Divine Heart with piercing blows" but then adds "to those who are converted, salvation is promised through His paternal Heart always open to the most wretched criminals among men."

On July 12, 170 the Civil Constitution of the Clergy was promulgated which attempted to separate the Gallican Church from the Roman Church. The silence from Rome on the proper reaction of the clergy to this new law was not helpful and many priests and bishops took the oath. Finally, Rome spoke, and the Civil constitution of the clergy was condemned. The young deacon remained faithful to the Papal Brief and his courage can be seen in the words of the official document of Coussay which describes this young man as follows: "The pastor's partisan, (the pastor being referred to is the Parish Priest who refused to take the Oath), Deacon Coudrin, publicly declares in the street that the curate, (who had taken the Oath), no more has the power to celebrate the Holy Sacrifice than he himself ... in addition Coudrin announced that he would announce the Brief or so-called Bull to the parishioners, that he would preach where opportune and that we cannot impose upon him to take the Oath required by law"' We must remember that here they are speaking of a young man who, though only 22 years of age, displayed great courage. Eventually, the young man had to flee the village and seek refuge in the small parish of St. Utre a few miles away. In 1791 the rules against people who refused to take the Oath became more severe, suspects were rounded up, a suspect was deemed one even wearing a badge of the Sacred Heart. It was in this situation that Peter Coudrin made final preparation for his ordination and so left Poitiers for Paris in February 1792, knowing that the Aa would help him get there and after he got there.


ORDINATION AND THE FOUNDING OF THE CONGREGATION
The journey from Poitiers to Paris was 350 KM, a journey of four days and 37 relay stations by coach. Peter Coudrin did not take this route but journeyed through a network spreading from Poitiers to Paris. He was ordained priest in the Library of the Irish College by Bishop Bonal of Clarmont. It has been suggested that the ordination took place in the Library because the Church had been invaded by revolutionaries but the truth is that the Chapel would have been too small for the 28 ordinandi, fourteen of whom were ordained to the priesthood. After his ordination he mentioned that "someone offered him a place in his carriage" for his return to his home village, probably a member of the Aa. On April 3rd, 1792 he assisted at the marriage of his brother and was not afraid to underline the word priest in the marriage document. On Easter Sunday, April 8th, 1792 he celebrated High Mass. At the end of Mass the young priest was ordered to read a document convoking electors to meet for the election of new pastors. But instead of reading it he stated: "Neither I nor my family will take part in this act of schism".

This act of defiance coupled with the fact that the Mayor was a member of the family which had initiated the lawsuit against the Coudrin family, intensified the hatred for the rebel and he had to leave the village. During the first stage of his escape Fr. Coudrin performed a second marriage ceremony which further incensed those out to capture him. Eventually in May 1792 Peter Coudrin arrived at the hiding place which was to change his life and that of all of us.

The place was the granary of the chateau at Motte d'Usseau. Motte d'Usseau is for the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts what Subiaco is for the Benedictines, Assisi is for the Franciscans and Manresa is for the Jesuits. From May 1792 until October 20th of the same year, Fr. Coudrin remained in a confined place of strict imprisonment and spiritual experience which was rich in consequences. During this time the monarchy in France fell, accompanied by a whole spiral of violence. With the passing of days in the dark prison in the granary, without physical exercise, poorly fed, obliged to almost total immobility so as not to betray his presence, Peter Coudrin, must have been deeply grieved by the massacres of September and by the proclamation of the Republic at the end of the same month. It is said that he thought he was the only priest left in France at this time. The atrocities of Paris were not imitated in Poitiers but the law was applied with cruelty. The guillotine was installed, religious communities expelled and the Sisters of Wisdom expelled from the Hospital of the Incurables. Peter Coudrin's spirit remained serene as we learn from his own words: "During those five months there" — he would confess in 1800 -- "I was not bored for a single instant. I would daily say Mass at midnight and although I purified the corporal with great care, I always believed I left some particles of the Sacred Species and so had the Lord with me. Once I had said Mass, I went up to my granary where I spent the entire day in reading the history of the Church and in praying.'' It was in this granary that Fr. Coudrin had a vision, the exact nature of which is not an object of our consideration, what is important is that it signified for Fr. Coudrin the acquisition of a consciousness that he was destined to found a religious community. We are not certain if he ever considered becoming a religious before this nor do we know whether the suppression of religious life concerned him personally. His dominant pre-occupation was, without doubt, the historical fate of the Church of his time and the urgency of giving himself to God. This concern for the Church will even, at a later date, take precedence over concern for the community as is seen in this excerpt from a letter to Fr. Hilarion Lucas: "I notice that you are not up to date on what is happening. How can the Constitutions be thought of when all is in such a terrible state, according to this report and so many others? See that the major affairs of the Church go before all else, if you can do anything about them."
Perhaps the best account of what happened in the vision is that of Fr. Hilarion Lucas who recalls the words of the Good Father: "One day having climbed into my granary, after having said Mass, I knelt near the corporal in which I believed I kept the presence of the Blessed Sacrament. I saw then what we are now. It seemed to me that a number of us were gathered together, that we formed a group of t missionaries who were to spread the Gospel everywhere. Thinking of this Society of missioners, there came to me also the idea of a society of women, but not of a community such as the one that now exists, because I have never seen religious women. I said to myself we have neither money nor income, lice will devour us, and if I remember correctly because I did not dare to assure you of it for fear of lying I said to myself: 'there will be a society of pious women who will takes care of our things while we go on missions and I added immediately afterwards this desire to form a society that will carry the faith everywhere has never left me."

This description is incomplete but it tells that this young 24-year-old priest had in his mind the idea of founding a community. We also must remember that this idea is not the fruit of a slow evolution or the patient elaboration of an idea, it has all the characteristics of a vision i.e. it presents itself unexpectedly in a moment of intense prayer in which the sense of the presence of God and of Christ is very strong. This vision also has a prophetic character — it refers to the future, a future which was particularly uncertain at the time. Another aspect of the vision is its missionary dimension not only the spreading of the faith in France but all over the world. In spite of the vision Fr. Coudrin remained in the granary until October 2nd, the Feast of St. Caprasius. This saint was a bishop in the first century who fled his city at the advent of persecution. He sought refuge in a hill over-looking the city and from there he could see what was happening down below. One day he saw a 20-year-old girl preferring to be burnt at the stake rather than deny her faith. The Bishop felt himself accused of cowardice and his conscience forced him to proclaim his faith before the entire city. He was immediately martyred.

Fr. Coudrin was probably moved by this reading and there and then decided to leave and challenge death. He said: "When I left Momaen I prostrated myself at the foot of an oak tree not far from the house and there I offered my life .... However, I had a kind of presentiment that I would be spared." This presentiment was to remain with the Good Father during the rest of his life. When he left his hiding place he journeyed to Poitiers where he hoped to establish contact with the priests of the resistance. He was disguised, as to be dressed as a priest at that time made one liable for deportation.

He was convinced that the schism would last for some years. In spite of the dangers involved the young priest threw himself into apostolic activity, saying Mass, hearing Confessions, giving spiritual direction and visiting the sick and dying. An episode, which was to give him his nick name for some time, took place at the hospital of the Incurables during one of his visits to the dying. He was surprised one day by an inspection of the revolutionaries and when asked his name he immediately replied Marche-a-Terre, the name of the vagabond who had just died. The adventures of Marche-a-Terre during the terror are those of a hero of religious resistance to the schism and to the transformation of the Church into a mere cogwheel of the State. He placed himself at the service of the faithful in those awful times of defections from the priesthood as well as at the service of the diocesan authorities of the clandestine Church which had such a difficult mission to accomplish.

PRIMITIVE COMMUNITY: FIRST PERIOD
In spite of all this activity, Fr. Coudrin never forgot the vision, never forgot the fact that he believed he was destined to become a founder of an Order. In April or May 1734, he was at a house in 0leron Street in Poitiers where several devout women had assembled to serve God. Miss Geoffrey was superior of the group but it was probably Fr. Coudrin's initiative which caused the group to grow and with the help of other priests the scope of their activities increased. It became known, to the public as the Society of the Sacred Hear of Jesus and Mary. Even though Miss Geoffrey had good ideas and special plans for the Society, its structure and organisation were inadequate. As a whole, Fr. Coudrin went along with the group but led some of its members who were his penitents towards the Religious Life.
At this stage it is profitable to get an idea of the structure of this Society. It envisaged itself as being composed of three separate groups:
Group 1. 	People in this group consecrated themselves toseclusion. They would live in common in the same house and would be charged with perpetual adoration of the Blessed Sacrament. This group was the future Congregation in embryo.
Group 2. 	The aim of this group was to continue to live in the world. They would edify the faithful by their conduct and would care for the poor and weak.
Group 3.	A group of people following a rule but staying in their state of life and devoting themselves to works of charity.

It was because of his association with this society that Mere Henriette de la Chevalier was directed to him. On February 15, 1795 the Society of the Sacred Hearts moved to a new house and a young woman of 25 years of age applied for admission. Her petition was refused even though she had been released from prison live months previously. The refusal was based on the fact that she did not belong to the pious world of Poitiers. All knew her as one who was a frequent visitor to the drawing rooms of the nobility.

She had a beautiful voice, fine figure and such charm that she became the centre of attraction at many social gatherings. But unknown to many, a profound change had taken place within her. In October 1793 she and her mother had been taken to prison for hiding priests. The experience in prison was traumatic, the living conditions there had been unknown to this young rich lady and even the most obvious of human needs were not catered for. In spite of this the young lady went to great pains in looking after her mother and this charity towards her mother extended itself to the rest of the prisoners. In the last days of the terror rumour spread that all those in prison would be killed, upon hearing this two priests were smuggled into the prison to hear confessions. On this occasion Henriette made a general confession and it sealed her conversion. On September 11th she was released from prison and from that time on she looked at life differently.

She needed a guide and Abbe Soyer directed her to Fr. Coudrin. Some people warned her that Fr. Coudrin was very severe and this, instead of changing her mind, confirmed her in her choice, and from Nov. 1794 he was her confessor.
The recently converted young lady did not adopt the style of the pious people of the city, her confessions were brief and infrequent. She remained aloof, shunning all social gatherings. She no longer had servants in her home and she became the servant of her mother. At this point she requested permission to enter the Society, was refused, but accepted as an extern. She did not request much, just a corner of the room where the Blessed Sacrament was reserved, here she spent the entire day, praying in silence while she sewed or embroidered in order to help the financial situation at home.

Her presence in the group had an effect on the others. Her silence, her amiability, her maturity, revealed a person that people could not remain indifferent to. When she spoke at meetings she did so with a mixture of self-confidence and modesty which charmed all. A real polarisation soon occurred, a small group felt impelled to imitate the life of Henriette while the others looked on this novelty with distrust. A group was formed which later took the name Solitaries and almost all of this group were directed by Fr. Coudrin. This group was granted a form of autonomy within the Society. This situation continued without any more important changes until 1797.

On the Feast of St. Louis, King of France, August 25th, 1797, Fr. Coudrin had all the Solitaries take promises of Poverty, Chastity and Obedience which were to he renewed annually. This action was the birth of the Sisters of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts. The formula for the promise was as follows:
"I consecrate myself today in a special manner to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and promise to live for one year in obedience, chastity and poverty, desirous of appeasing the wrath of God through to my fidelity to the means of perfection...."
On October 20, 1800 the Solitaries took their first annual vows. In addition to Henriette, four others pronounced their vows in the presence of novices. Then Fr. Coudrin publicly took his promises. Fr. Hilarion writes: "Bro. Bernard and I took promises after him, it was the Feast day of St. Caprasius, on this very same day eight years prior, our Founder had left his attic placing himself under the protection of the holy martyr and for this reason he took his promises under the name of Caprasius."

After the ceremony Henriette asked the Bishop for permission to expose the Blessed Sacrament on the First Friday of each month and went on to explain that the Solitaries would have their own particular superior as was true of all other communities dependent on the ordinary.

Eventually Fr. Coudrin took his vows at the end of the year 1800. He decided also that he would take the name of Joseph and Mary.
"In the presence of a large crowd he pronounced his vows in low tones on the 24th December 1800 at 11.45 in the evening, in these words: I Marie-Joseph take the vows of Poverty, Chastity and Obedience following the inspiration of the Holy Spirit as a Zealot of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary in whose service I wish to live and die."
The Congregation of the Sacred Hearts was born. Mother Henriette renewed her vows. He then blessed the white mantle, ascended to the altar and celebrated Mass. On the 2nd February 1801 Isidoro David and Hilarion Lucas made First profession and the Good Father took Final vows. At this ceremony the black pall was used for Final Professions for the first time. During the same month the separation from the Society of the Sacred Hearts took place.

April brought the first deaths to the Community, Sr. Teresa de la Geralie and Madeline Chevalier and later on the mother of Henriette. Between 1800 and 1819 ecclesiastical protection was given to the young congregation by Bishop Chabot, Bishop of St. Cloud who was a relative of Mere Henriette. He was also an invaluable aid in preparing documents for the Holy See. Fr. Hilarion says of him: "he will always be a most precious memory in our lives."

The first period in the life of the Primitive Community ends with the taking of Final Vows by Fr. Coudrin — the second period takes in the years between 1802 and 1817. This period is subdivided into three epochs that of First Expansion 1802-1809; the epoch which may be called the Rhythm of Waiting 1809-1814; the third epoch is called eyes turned to Rome 1809-1817.

PRIMITIVE COMMUNITY: SECOND PERIOD

From 1802-1809 new foundations were made in Mende (1802); Cahors (1803); Paris (1804); -Laval (1804); Picpus (1805); and Sees (1806), where a Major Seminary was established.

By 1806 there were 23 professed members in the male branch — 12 priests and 11 lay brothers and there were 58 sisters. Four brothers died by this time and twenty-one sisters. From 1809-1814 France was in a crisis because of the activities of Napoleon and the Congregation just tickled over until 1814.

In 1814 Fr. Hilarion journeyed to Rome seeking Papal approbation. On the 4th of August and November 27th he had audiences with Pius VII. In 1816 the Good Father sent a copy of the Constitutions to Rome and on the 24th of May Fr. Hilarion presented the Sacred Congregation with a copy of the Constitutions in Latin. On the 20th of December 1816 the Sacred Congregation of Religious approved the Congregation and Papal approval was given in January 1817. On November 17th, 1817 the Papal Bull, Pastor Aeternus, was promulgate thus giving approval to the Congregation.

The Congregation continued to grow. In January 1819 there were sis 57 professed brothers and there were approximately 186 sisters.


PRIMITIVE COMMUNITY: THIRD PERIOD
The third period in the life of the Congregation stretches from 1817-1826 and in it there are also three epochs - the first goes from 1817-1820, and is called the time of great disillusion; and the epoch from 1820-1826 is called a time of new horizons; and the third epoch is called the filial elaboration of the Constitutions which takes place during two General Chapters 1819 and 1824, and, finally, the journey of Fr. Coudrin to Rome in 1825.

Regarding the period of 1817-1820, it is a time when the community got into difficulties with a priest called Fr. Lemercier, the pastor of the parish of Saint Margarita, in Paris. Like all parish situations the Parish Priest is in charge of the spiritual life of the people within the boundaries of his parish, and Picpus was within his parish boundary. The activities of the priests of the Congregation in preaching, saying Mass, visiting the sick, and instructing the children, became a bone of contention.

Fr. Lemercier complained, at times unjustly, to the Archdiocesan authorities, regarding the actions of members of the Congregation. It should be remembered that an arrangement had been made between Fr. Lemercier's predecessor and the Congregation whereby the church at Picpus and the priestly activities of the members of the house were accepted as part of a parish plan. After three years of discussions a final agreement was reached on October 21st, 1820 whereby Picpus was called an ecclesiastical house in the parish and the Founder named the various officials of the house: the Prior being Fr. Hilarion Maigret; the Master of Novices Fr. Felix Cummins, just two years professed; and Fr. Felipe Fenzenedier as Bursar General. After this agreement the Founder left for Troyes.

This cross gave way to new horizons in the community subsequently.

As we know the Aa or Cor Unum Society was very interested in home missions, that is, parish missions in rural and urban areas. This missionary aspect of the Congregation had its origin in the year 1820. The first mission was in Troyes in France and on November 11, 1820 the first group of home missionaries came together. These included along with the Founder, five priests, one deacon and one lay novice. The second group was comprised of one priest, one person in tonsure and one lay brother. The Founder sent out a circular letter on 26th November announcing to the community the beginning of the missionary endeavour.

It might be of interest to see what happened during one of these missions. For example, the one in Bouilly, a village 14 km, from Troyes,  lasted from the 3rd of December, 1820 to the 15th of January 1821. Fr. Coudrin opened with a sermon on the 3rd, followed by a procession to the mission cross erected during the 1778 mission. (This custom of erecting a mission cross after a parish mission was a custom in Europe up to recent times). After this those who were due for First Communion were invited to come for instruction as First Communion had not been given for two years. From the 6th of December all the parishioners were able to avail of confession. As Christmas approached the fervour of the people intensified. In the early days of January, Fr. Coudrin preached a special sermon of sorrow and repentance which according to all accounts moved the congregation in church profoundly to such an extent that confessors were kept busy night and day. On Saturday the 17th the Renewal of Baptismal Vows took place presided over by Fr. Coudrin, and on Sunday there was General Communion and the bishop confirmed those who were presented for the sacrament.

On Monday 15th of January the Founder sang High Mass and afterwards a procession, led by those children who had received First Communion, went to the place where the mission cross was to be erected. After being blessed by the cross the crowd sang the Te Deum. This activity in the Congregation lasted until approximately 1830. The mission spirit in the Congregation has been continued down the years with people like Frs. Mateo, Luke Golla, Andrew Jahn and Francis Larkin.

In the meantime two General Chapters took place. The first was in 1819 comprised of 16 men and 16 women. The median age of the men was 30 years of age, the oldest was 54 and the youngest was 27, the Prior General being the youngest. The Chapter kept the 16 capitulars busy for 30 days. It was a highly important event since it was here that the 168 articles were approved, which, save for a few amendments made by the 1824 Chapter or the Holy See, formed the Constitutions approved by the Holy See in 1825.

The closing ceremony was described by Sister Gabriel in the following memoir: "On the day of its closing, the 11th of October, the Feast of St. Denis, the Good Father, united with the whole family in Picpus. The novices, numbering between 60 and 80 were gathered in the aisle, the brothers occupied the sanctuary and they numbered 40 to 50 including all classes both lay and choir. The Good Father in his sermon recorded the beginnings of the Congregation and exhorted all those present to persevere in their vocation, to be united with one another and to have confidence in God. He then received the promises of the novices and the vows of three brothers. All those present I renewed their vows into the hands of the Good Father and the Good Mother. Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament was imparted and the singing of the Te Deum and Salve terminated this memorable ceremony."

The effect of this Chapter was to fill the young Congregation with new hope.

On the 19th July, 1824 Fr. Coudrin called a second Chapter which met at. Picpus on the 1st of September. At this Chapter there were 22 men among whom were Fr. Felix Cummins and Fr. Raphael Bonamie who was to become Superior General. Of the Chapter members four were under 30 years of age, eight between 30 an 40, five between 40 and 50, and five over 50 years of age. The eldest was 59 and the youngest was 25. At the Chapter of the Sisters there were seventeen members among whom were Mere Henriette and Sr. Gabrielle de la Barre, Superior of Poitiers to whom we are indebted for much of the information regarding the early Congregation.

The 1824 Chapter lasted for 14 days and re-organised the current legislation and reviewed the various drawbacks that had prevented apostolic approbation from being granted. It was here that the material, brought to Rome by the Founder, was drafted. Entitled "Constitution, Rules and Statutes of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts and the Perpetual Adoration of the Most Holy Sacrament of the Altar," these were the articles proposed by Fr. Hilarion Lucas on behalf of the Founders for the first approbation (10/1/1817), those articles dated 1819 and the work carried out in 1824. These Constitutions were approved on August 26th, 1825.

Fr. Coudrin announced his new General Council which was a very young council indeed. As Prior - Fr. Felix Cummins 33; as Master of Novices — Fr. Alexander Soreil 26; as Bursar — Fr. Felipe Fezenedier 44; Joachin Delatang 34 — assistant Bursar with special charge of lay brothers; Fr. Anselm de la Cruz 35, and Fr. Henry La Coste 21. The median age of all these was 31. One problem which neither Chapters tackled was that of electing a successor to Fr. Coudrin and this problem became a reality at the death of the Good Father.

In 1825 Fr. Coudrin left for Rome accompanied by Fr. Hilarion Lucas and Bro. Severino Coulang. He spent some time in Lyons celebrating the Feast of Pentecost. On the 27th of June he arrived in Turin and was in Genoa on the 30th. The reason for his trip to Rome was to obtain approbation of the new Constitutions. On the 11th of July he was received, by the Cardinal Secretary of State and during the same week by His Holiness, Leo XII. On the 19th he completed his visits to all the Basilicas in order to obtain the indulgences of the Holy Year.

On the 5th of July the Sacred Congregation of Rites approved a Proper Office of the Congregation and on the 15th July the Founder visited the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith and there presented an appeal for missionary territory to be assigned to the Congregation. On the 21st July he left Rome via Loreto and arrived back in France on August 8th. The negotiations were lengthy and Fr. Hilarion was put in charge of matters in Rome. On August 26th, 1825 the Holy Father approved the Constitutions. On the 1st February 1826 Fr. Bachelot was appointed Prefect Apostolic of the Hawaiian Islands, which island had been assigned to the Congregation as mission territory in October 1825. Thus began the 4th period in the life of the Primitive Community.
PRIMITIVE COMMUNITY: FOURTH PERIOD
This period extends from 1826-1840 and it has four separate epochs — the first stretches from 1826-1828 and deals with the Foreign Missions. The second extends from 1828-1830 and deals with the closing of the schools. The third epoch extends from 1830-1833 during which time there was a resurgence of the Revolution and the final epoch from 1833-1840 deals with the return of Coudrin to Paris and the election of Fr. Bonamie as Superior General.
Missionary Activity: As mentioned above, Fr. Coudrin presented personally to the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith a request for mission territory. On the 29th of September 1825 the Nuncio in Paris communicated to Fr. Coudrin the decision of the Congregation which was that the Hawaiian Islands were now the missionary territory for the young community. On the 6th of October, in a very prompt manner, the founder accepted this task and immediately placed Fr. Felix Cummins in charge of all preparation for this mission. Fr. Coudrin realised that the person in charge of this new missionary venture should be a man of proven ability and his choice was Fr. Alexis Bachelot who was only 29 years of age. On the 11th of November the names of the other Missionaries were presented to Rome — Fr. Abraham Armand 50, and Fr. Patrick Short 34.

Fr. Coudrin journeyed to the Nunciature in Paris with the missionaries to receive their official papers and returned to Picpus where according to Fr. Hilarion the following event took place: "The whole community pulsated with the singing of the Veni Sancte Spiritus — then the Good Father asked for silence and presented Fr. Bachelot to "those present and asked the new missionary for his blessing. Fr. Bachelot was visibly taken aback with this request and only after repeated requests did this young Benjamin bless his Patriarch Jacob."

Fr. Coudrin added three brothers to the group: they were Bro. Theosius Rosier, student 24; lay brother Melchior Bondu 34; lay brother Eustacio Hourel 45.

The missionaries left for Hawaii on the 20th of November 1826 and arrived there on the 12th of July 1827. They were not without the cross and persecution broke out in December 1829. This cross resulted in some good as Fr. Bachelot and Fr. Short arrived in California on the 24th of December 1831 and on the 22nd of January 1832 the rest of the missionaries landed. These stayed from 1831 to 1836 in California. Fr. Bachelot died at sea on the 4th of December 1837 after being expelled from Hawaii.

In 183,4 with the arrival of Frs. Caret and Laval to the Gambier Islands a new beginning was given to the Church in French Polynesia and in all the Pacific Islands.

Missionaries arrived in Tahiti in 1836. In 1833 Mgr. Rouchouze had been appointed Vicar Apostolic of the whole region and it was on the second return journey from Europe, on board the ship Marie Joseph, specially built for the mission, that Mgr. Rouchouze, eight priests, seven brothers and eight sisters of the Congregation perished tragically at sea in the year 1838.

On October 1st, 1831 Cardinal Peddici, Prefect of Propaganda, asked Cardinal la Croy for three names in order that the vacant see of the Archdiocese of Babylon be filled. The Cardinal who was Archbishop of Rouen, asked his Vicar, Fr. Coudrin to present three names from members of the Congregation. The Founder was reluctant to lose members of the Congregation. The Founder was reluctant to loose good men and was slow in responding. After much insistence the Founder was forced to present three names and these were: Fr. Raphael Bonamie, Fr. Jerome Rouchouze, and Fr. Alexander Soriel. Fr. Raphael was nominated Bishop and was consecrated in Rome in the Church of St. Louis of France by Cardinal Peddici. His assistants were the Patriarch of Antioch, Mgr. Mathei and the Archbishop of Ravenna, Mgr. Falconieri.

On the 10th of November 1833 Mgr. Bonamie arrived in Smyrna. Another apostolic endeavour undertaken in the 1830's was that to the territory of New England and Canada. Mgr. Fenwick, Bishop of Boston, had asked for missionaries for the Passamaquoddy Indians and Fr. Coudrin appointed Frs. Edmundo Demellier and Petithomme as missionaries. These arrived in Boston in August of 1833 and worked in the region until 1833.

During this whole period new houses were being established in Sarlat, Coussay le Bois, and St. Servan. 

The political situation in 1828 caused the Good Father to close all our schools.THE ON-GOING LIFE OF THE PRIMITIVE COMMUNITY
One or two aspects of the life of our Founder should be mentioned at this time. The formation of the clergy was a constant pre-occupation with the Good Father especially as he had witnessed the mass defections from the priesthood during the French Revolution. During his life the Congregation undertook the running of both Minor and Major Seminaries. His major seminaries were in Mende from 1802-1804, in Sees from 1806-1809, Cahors from 1805-1818, and in Picpus from 1810 onwards. These seminaries were not exclusively for Congregation members as is seen when we examine the variety of people in Picpus. At one time there were forty seminarians there of whom fifteen were from Picpus, sixteen from Ireland, two from England, twelve from other dioceses. Many bishops were entrusting the running of their seminaries to the Congregation as is seen in Tours and Rouen. The formation of the clergy in France was a reality in the life of Fr. Coudrin.

During this time the Congregation was growing and with this growth came some growing pains. One area of difficulty was in Picpus where the relationship between the branches and the running of the house caused headaches. The Prior General, Fr. Felix Cummins, was a staunch friend of Mother Henriette. This man was very young and on his shoulders laid the preparations for the missions and the correspondence in the conflict with Fr. Lemercier. These pre-occupations interfered with the running of the house and conflicts began to arise between the Fathers and Mother Henriette. Fr. Coudrin placed Fr. Bohamie in charge, a very good man, though rigid. Strict rules were laid down regarding relations between Fathers and Sisters and the tasks to be done by the Sisters for the Brothers. This change in relationship brought about a new spirit in the Congregation which was alien to that envisaged by both Founders. Another conflict which caused problems was that between Fr. Caesar Carné, Superior at Cahors, and Mother Francisca de Viart (2nd Mother General) in Cahors which ended only with the recall of Fr. Caesar to Paris in 1833. As a result of these problems Fr. Felix Cummins left Picpus for the U.S. in 1830 and later went home to Ireland where he died in 1832.

In October 1829 Mother Henriette suffered a heart attack and her illness caused Fr. Coudrin to return to Paris frequently. Her illness coupled with the crisis in the Picpus community eventually caused the Founder to return to Picpus permanently. On November 23rd 1834 at 5.30 p.m. the Good Mother died; at her bedside was Fr. Coudrin.

In the Spring of 1837 the Good Father contacted a severe cold and was unable to preach during Lent. On March 9th he sang a High Mass. As death approached he was pre-occupied with the problem of succession as neither one of the General Chapters had made any arrangements as to how a successor was to be chosen. As a matter of fact subsequent to his death the fathers at Picpus sent out a letter convoking the electors to the Chapter. On Easter Sunday 1837 Fr. Coudrin renewed his vows for the last time and on the 27th of March at 7:15 in the morning, having blessed his missionaries and saying the words "Valparaiso" and "Gambier" he passed to the Lord.

The Chapter following his death was called to elect a successor. Forty-two people were entitled to vote. When the vote was taken to pick a successor the votes were cast as follows:
Fr. Raphael Bonamie 18 votes
Fr. Martin Calmes 12 votes
Fr. Isidore David 8 votes
Fr. Hipolito Laune 1 vote
As no absolute majority was required at this time Fr. Bonamie was declared elected. This Chapter lasted forty-two days. Mgr. Bonamie felt that the Congregation was mature enough to settle its Constitutions once and for all. This was the longest Chapter until that of 1964.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRIMITIVE COMMUNITY
The remainder of this study will consider some of the characteristics of the Picpus Community and the principle observances practised, plus a capsule history of the Congregation from 1840 to the present day.

One of the fundamental values found in the Picpus Community was that of a life centred on the Eucharist and more especially on the adoration of the Divine Presence. The earliest Rule of Life of the future Congregation, i.e., between 1797 and 1798 in the Association of the Sacred Hearts, prescribed a quarter of an hour of adoration as is stated: “Heart, 15 mins. adoration of the Most Blessed Sacrament of the Altar with the time remaining until 3 o'clock to be used for personal devotion." In a letter of the Good Father to the Grand Penitentiary of France we read: "From the beginning of this newly born institution I conceived the plan of forming a Congregation destined to spread the faith, to propagate devotion to the Divine Heart of Jesus and the Sacred Heart of Mary, repair by Perpetual Adoration the outrages done to the Divine Majesty and finally to educate children to piety and prepare seminarians for the works of the holy ministry."

In a letter of 1824 he writes that a fault had slipped into the life of the Congregation: "there is negligence in fulfilling one of the principal aims of our Institute that is making the hour of adoration."

In July 1836, a year before he died, he wrote of the Sisters: "the aim of the ladies is to repair both day and night, by adoration of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in the Sacrament of His love, the outrages done, to the Divine Majesty by the malice of men."

In these excerpts from his letters we realise how important adoration was in the life of the early community.

One of the most striking characteristics was that of fraternal union and many times in his letters the Good Father insisted on it. He was not speaking of a purely mystical experience but of a human companionship destined to lay the foundation for warmth and joy, a relationship which would be similar to that found in a family. The following excerpt gives us an idea of his thoughts on the matter: "Let us keep far from us words seasoned with pride which like poison arrows, poking fun at others and yearning for incessant talk. Avoid whatever can disrupt mutual support. You should regard yourselves as servants of all especially those you love the least, whom you should prefer to others. Go with them even more frequently since they are an occasion of merit to you. Throughout our whole life we should meditate on peace with God. We shall never have it unless we have it with our brothers."

The third characteristic of this Primitive Community was its apostolicity. The vision of Motte d'Usseau always remained with the Good Father; he seemed to see united around him a society of missionaries, destined to spread the light of the Gospel everywhere. In a petition to the Pope in 1800 he wrote: "that the aim of the new Community was to inflame the whole, world with Holy Love by spreading devotion to the Sacred Hearts wherever your Holiness would wish to call us." If we examine the texts of the Good Father we see that they indicate a beautiful apostolic Spirit and in them we find some criteria which should determine our life-style. (1) the impossibility of applying an old form to this young community of religious life; (2) a sensitivity to the demands of the times and the predicament of the Church in the world; (3) the religious value of apostolic work, considered as the equivalent of prayers; (4) that the rule be feasible: (5) that community prayers be understandable; (6.) that the purpose of religious exercises should not seem useless.

From what we know of the principal observances of the community, we realise that items like Grand Silence, Chapter of Faults, were the same as in other congregations of the time. Like other communities Devotion to Our Blessed Lady held a prominent place among the members. A devotion which held pride of place in the Primitive Community was the singing of the Salve before night prayers. The exact reason as to why the singing of the Salve became so important is not clear but it is certain that very early on in the community it assumed the character of a solemn celebration. The Good Mother even composed a melody which is still sung by some of the Sisters in their convents.

As a matter of fact this Apostolic Spirit of the Good Father is best explained in the following letter: "We need a name which will remind our brothers daily of their duties and obligations; which will remind them at every moment that they must sacrifice themselves through zeal for the Lord; that they fail in their most essential vow the moment they want to work for themselves rather than for the salvation of their brethren; their vocation is to be full of zeal, an d a zeal that is on fire. This is what they must not forget once they enrol under the title of Zealots."

A Fourth characteristic of this Primitive Community was its sense of loyalty to the Church. In a letter mentioned elsewhere in this booklet the Good Father speaks to Fr. Hilarion who seemed to be taken up more with matters regarding our Constitutions rather than realising the horrible state of the Church around him.

In 1819 writing to the Archdiocese of Paris he reminds the prelate of the loyalty of the Congregation to the Church: "In fifty years my saintly co-workers and I have applied ourselves to doing good. We have dedicated our labours and our small fortune to training young boys who might some day be useful to the Church. Our trials have not altogether been fruitless and already in one diocese or another, or in Paris, several young ecclesiastics whom we educated free are working successfully for the salvation of souls — no one has ever helped us in this work."

Regarding the five criteria mentioned above the following texts give a good idea of why the above conclusions are valid. The first text is as follows:
 "Could our small offices and breviaries suffice? (instead of the Choir obligation); the day and night adoration should supply for all. In a century such as ours and in France when everything is frightening and nothing seems to succeed, where the smallest gatherings arouse suspicions; consider and see if the work of teaching, missions and whatever pertains to Adoration cannot take the place of long vocal prayers which are not understood by even half of the community. However, I shall do what I can but it is impossible for it to be like the old form."

The second is thus:
"The other prayers, adoration and work, teaching the children should really suffice. The times will not suffer anything that is felt to be useless, and experience proves that no one should he overburden with prayers." 

Devotion to the Sacred Heart appears early in documentation of the Society. In the "Rule" of 1797-1798 we read: "His Divine Heart shall be our refuge in our exile, the solitude where we shall often retreat so that He may deign to speak to our Hearts."

On August 4th, 1804 in a letter to Sister Gabriel the Good Father wrote: "I love only to unite, at a great price if need be, the work of the Heart, of this amiable Master who showers abundant favours upon me; though I am ungrateful, He still loves me." Here enters the note of the gratuitousness of the love of the Sacred Heart.

Later on in 1816 the Good Father wrote: "The title Zealots offers great advantages relating to the devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. If we are truly convinced of the tenderness of the Sacred Heart of Jesus for the salvation of souls, how much can we not be inflamed with zeal to respond to the love of such a good Master."

Here we see how the great love of God should evoke a reciprocal response in the hearts of devotees of this devotion.

The particular aspect of this devotion which was prevalent in the early community is best summed up in this excerpt from the petition to the Vicars General of Poitiers in June 1800: "the weak efforts we have made to immolate ourselves to the Sacred Heart of Jesus Christ, so as to satisfy, as much as possible, divine justice for the excesses committed in these times, and appease the very just chastisements which God has willed to afflict on France."

In a letter addressed to the Holy See in 1824 regarding the ceremonial the following excerpts gives us the added note of reparation: "we want all professed members to understand upon making their vows that, throughout the course of their life, they should be constant in adoration and reparation for the injuries done to the Divine Majesty."

In the above section we just get a glimpse of the important part devotion to the Sacred Heart played in the Primitive Community and any attempt to minimise its role would not be true to historical facts.

An aspect of the Primitive Community which was told more in action than in any detailed treatises is the affinity and close relationship between brothers and sisters. The Congregation took promises and vows together; the first two General Chapters were held at the same venue in Picpus, and above all when the brothers and sisters lived together their true communion, was very obvious in the singing of the Salve together at night. An examination of the letters of the Founder to Sisters and the Good Mother to brothers shows how aware they were of one another's problems and how solicitous they were about each other. This unity of the community was a fact, not something which they set out to achieve, it was a reality for them. Sadly the relationship between the branches was strained during the period when Mgr. Bonamie was Prior of Picpus and this break has never been fully healed so that the original unity between the branches needs to be revived.


DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 1840
A detailed study of the developments in the Congregation since 1840 is a task for a later date but at this time a few words will give the reader some general ideas of how the Congregation has fared in the intervening years. The years 1843-1850 were years of great crisis, two mainly, one dealing with the relationship between the branches and the second deal with the troubles involving Fr. Hilarion and the difficulties he caused to the young Congregation. The rigid attitude of Mgr. Bonamie was not a great help at this time and, thankfully, he resigned.

His successor, Fr. Euthyme Rouchouze, spent his life bringing peace to the community and his efforts at the faithful transmission of the spirit of the Congregation were rewarded by the fact that the community was for all intents and purposes saved.

In 1860 the Holy See decreed that the separation, of the Fathers and Sisters be complete i.e. in houses where the Fathers served as chaplains there would be a total separation in terms of living quarters. A growth in the Congregation is seen in the fact that in 1863 provinces were erected which augured well for the future.

Fr. Rouchouze died in 1869 and on April 5th 1870 Fr. Marcellin Bousquet was elected as successor. In the year of his election four of his general councillors were shot dead by the rioters of the Commune and the community had its first martyrs. The period of office of Fr. Bousquet lasted until 1911 and in that time the Congregation manifested all the signs of growing pains. For the first thirty of these years the community was in a very pitiable state but the next eleven gave signs of the beginning of a second spring.

In the first period the number of professed decreased from 389 to 355 and the Chapters even though five in number performed more of a holding pattern rather than taking any great initiatives. In fairness the threat of persecution hung over the community and some apostolates were threatened with closure. Significant facts which occurred during this time were interest in missionary activity and in the compilation of a life of the Founder. One earth-shaking event which reverberated all over the world was the death in 1889 of Fr. Damien. His work and his sacrifice for the lepers has been an example to all those who have spent their lives alleviating the plight of the most helpless members of society. At the time of writing two young SS.CC. priests are working with lepers in India, they are Frs. Bill Petrie and Michael Shanahan.

The second period opened up with the exile of the mother house to Braine-le-Comte in Belgium. The number of professed increased from 355 to 550 in a short period of fifteen years. In 1898 the last General Chapter to be held in Paris took place. The sign of new life is to be seen in the activity of this Chapter where three provinces were established: France, Belgium and Spanish-America, a general procurator appointed to Rome and the setting up of an international college in the Eternal City.

Fr. Bousquet died on the 10th of September 1911 and his successor was Fr. Flavian Prat. Between 1911 and 1938 membership in the community increased from 550 to 1,477. Six chapters were held during the term of office of Fr. Prat. Some interesting decisions were made at these Chapters which gives us an insight into the way people were thinking and how the community evolved.

Germany became a province in 1920, Holland in 1923 and Spain the same year. This establishment of provinces caused people to think in terms of provincial chapters, an idea which was not to reach fruition until after Vatican II. The Enthronement was accepted as one of the Congregation's works (1919) and the wearing of the white habit became compulsory (1923). In 1938 Fr. Prat tendered his resignation and Fr. John D'Elbee was elected to succeed him. The same chapter of 1938 decided to transfer the Mother House to Rome.

The war of 1939-45 caused many difficulties to members of the Congregation and sadly many of our brothers were murdered in Borneo while others suffered either imprisonment or death in Europe. As a matter of fact one of our brothers, Fr. Kelly, was a German prisoner of war in the U.S. and eventually became a member of that Province where he died a peaceful death after bearing a long illness serenely. In spite of the war the Congregation increased in membership from 1,398 to 1,929 and three new provinces were established right after the War, Hawaii (1946), U.S.A. (1946), Brazil (1949). The Chapters during the term of office of Fr. D'Elbee were concerned with tidying up the Constitutions and this aspect of tidying up caused it to get involved in such petty problems, as the place of TV in the community. On the other hand there emerged a renewed interest in the Congregation's heritage. During this time also St. Theresa of the Child Jesus was declared a Patron of the Congregation which in turn had an effect on the spirituality of the Congregation a fact which needs to be kept in mind by students of history, especially by those attempting to define the spirituality of the community.

In a gesture befitting his nobility Fr. D'Elbee, resigned as General in 1958. His contribution to the Congregation has yet to be chronicled. His own life is itself worthy of study and his ability to govern the community during the hazardous days of World War II was without parallel. His courage in moving the Mother House to Rome and his willingness to travel to meet members of the Congregation is remembered by those who lived at that time.

The work of Fr. Henri Systermans, the first General not elected for life, his period of office being for twelve years, is one of fantastic wisdom and vision. His quiet leadership, his tolerance and his tremendous talent in helping the community live through and benefit from the work of Vatican II are virtues which many other communities would have wished in their leaders. The Congregation during this time topped 2,000 in membership and the longest Chapter in the history of the community took place in 1964. The Chapter of 1964 decided to meet the challenge of the 20th century and one attempt to meet this was the setting up of a commission to write the Rule of Life. The finished product, approved by the Chapter of 1970, is a work par excellence, it has a wealth of riches which many people are slowly beginning to realize.

Between the end of the war and 1970 the work of the Congregation in the U.S. was making great strides. The first Provincial of the American Province, Fr. Columba Moran, guided the province during the traumatic time of the war and immediately after the war two new countries became part of the great SS.CC. family. In 1947 three missionaries went to Japan: Fr. Patrick Heran, Fr. Laurence Craig and Fr. Albert Evans and in the same year Fr. Philip Clancy was sent to Ireland to establish a house there. Both of these works have flourished and, thank God, vocations from Ireland and Japan have contributed to the growth of the Congregation.

Fr. Moran's successor was a giant of a man, physically and vision wise, Fr. William Condon. Under his guidance, the Major Seminary was established in Jaffrey, New Hampshire, U.S.A., the schools in the West Coast, and the mission in the Bahamas were opened. The Congregation developed in spirit and in numbers. Devotion to the Sacred Heart was preached nation-wide by Fr. Francis Larkin and Fr. Andrew Jahn and, through them, the name of the Congregation became well known. When his term of office was up Fr. Condon had seen the Province grow to be one of the most apostolic and most healthy provinces in the Congregation, this to be seen in the success of the Congregation in Japan, Ireland, West Coast, East Coast and the Bahamas.
The Congregation is now headed by Fr. Jan Scheepens who, by his personality and his circular letters, has helped the Congregation during this time of diminishing numbers. His love for the Congregation is seen in his devotion to the Founder and in his efforts to bring us all back to an understanding of the spirit of the Primitive Community. His effort at bringing about a greater understanding between the two branches is nothing else but a return to that spirit which existed between Fr. Coudrin and Mere Henriette.

We know that, up to now, God had been with up is spite of our sins and trials. As. E.E. Schumacher has said: "Small is beautiful" and so are we. Small though we may be, God is using us to spread His love. His love is most manifest in our history. What is needed is our response to that love by just doing what we professed, "to preach the love of the Sacred Hearts."

